This paper describes the categorisation of Irish MWEs, and the construction of the first version of a lexicon of Irish MWEs for NLP purposes (Ilfhocail, meaning 'Multiwords'), collected from a number of resources. For the purposes of quality assurance, 530 entries of this lexicon were examined and manually annotated for POS and MWE category.
Introduction
Multiword expressions (MWEs), which make up a considerable percentage of our mental lexicon (Jackendoff, 1997), can be a bottleneck in Natural Language Processing (NLP) (Sag et al., 2002) . While there are several initiatives dedicated to MWE research -PARSEME (Savary et al., 2017) , SIGLEX-MWE Workshops Markantonatou et al., 2017; Mitkov et al., 2017) -the focus has tended to be on majority languages (Losnegaard et al., 2016) . For many minority languages, a lack of resources has impeded research. Irish is one such minority language. While progress has been made over the past several years in the area of Irish NLP (Uí Dhonnchadha and Van Genabith, 2008; Scannell, 2014; Lynn et al., 2015; Lynn, 2016) , there is still a significant lack of technological support for identification and categorisation of MWEs. In fact, as a result, minimal labelling of MWEs is found in both Irish treebanks, Irish Dependency Treebank (Lynn, 2016) and Universal Dependency Treebank (Nivre et al., 2018; Lynn and Foster, 2016) .
There have, however, been some theoretical linguistic studies on particular forms of MWEs in Irish. In her analysis of Irish syntax, Stenson (1981) describes idiomatic copular constructions, and verb-object constructions. BlochTrojnar (2009) and Bayda (2015) have carried out research on light verb constructions.Ó Domhnalláin andÓ Baoill (1975) have compiled a book of verb-particle constructions and their meanings. A valency dictionary for Irish verbs was created by Wigger (2008) and his team (Foclóir Briathra Gaeilge). Ní Loingsigh (2016) has compiled a database of manually annotated idioms in Irish, taken from the collections of an tAthair Peadaiŕ O Laoghaire.
Our work aims to compile a comprehensive lexicon of Irish MWEs (Ilfhocail) for the purposes of NLP, by leveraging both existing monolingual and bilingual lexical resources and generating new MWE entries through methods of semiautomatic discovery. We compile the data from various sources into a unified structure, and define an MWE categorisation scheme. Our current lexicon contains 201,795 entries and a subset of these will be released, subject to the licensing agreements of the various sources.
We document the design decisions required when combining data from the various lexical sources currently available for Irish (Section 2). We also find that Irish MWEs are not easily categorised according to standard MWE categories (Section 3). We manually examine and categorise a sample of 530 entries, both as a way to evaluate the quality of the extracted MWEs and to assess and inform our categorisation scheme (Section 4).
Compiling the lexicon
Although in some respects Irish can be considered a low-resource language, valuable resources in the form of Irish lexicons and Irish-English/EnglishIrish dictionaries are now available. We extracted MWE entries from the following resources in XML format. Raghallaigh, 2016) . All 420 of these entries were added to the Ilfhocail lexicon. The searchable corpus is available at https://www.gaois.ie/bnl/ en/, and a downloadable version of the corpus was made available to us for research purposes.
Pota Focal Gluais Tí (Pot of Words House
Glossary) The House Glossary was created by Michal Boleslav Měchura, and contains over 6,000 terms, 375 of which were extracted as MWEs for the lexicon. It is under the Creative Commons Attribution NonCommercial Share-Alike licence and can be downloaded from https://github.com/ michmech/pota-focal-gluais/.
The New English-Irish Dictionary 1 , and the English-Irish Dictionary 1 The electronic searchable version of the English-Irish Dictionary (de Bhaldraithe, 1959) was made available online by Foras na Gaeilge, with their New English-Irish Dictionary released in 2013 with revised entries and additional grammatical information. There were a combined total of 105,358 MWE entries extracted from these dictionaries, though many of these terms were duplicates (see below).
Foclóir Gaeilge-Béarla (Irish-English Dictionary) 1 This is an electronic searchable version of the Irish-English dictionary (Ó Dónaill, 1977) . Only 48 of the 59,700 entries were MWEs; however, it was observed that the sense entries con-1 These resources were provided to us by Foras na Gaeilge for research purposes and are not to be republished tained many idiomatic uses of the entry word. These sense entries (38,775) were added to the our lexicon.
An Foclóir Beag (The Small Dictionary) 1 This is an electronic searchable version of the Foclóir Beag dictionary (Ó Dónaill and Ua Maoileoin, 1991) . 771 terms were extracted and added to the lexicon.
Lexicon Structure
The lexicon is organised under the columns GA-Head, GA, POS, EN, Source and ID. GA-Head is the headword of the Irish entry, and corresponds to the word that the entry was filed under. Where this was not available (e.g. in the English-Irish Dictionary, all expressions were under an English headword), the first word of the Irish entry was used. As Irish is a head-initial language, given its VSO word order, and lack of indefinite articles, this was deemed a sufficient default value. The Irish entry was listed under the GA column.
While each MWE in the lexicon had an Irish entry, this was not always the case for POS information and English translation, listed under POS and EN respectively. The POS information extracted from each resource varied from no POS label to broad level POS information (noun, verb, etc.) to more fine-grained syntactic information (transitivity, gender, number, etc.). English translations were present in all resources save the Líonra Séimeantach na Gaeilge, the PeadarÓ Laoghaire Idiom Collection and the Foclóir Beag.
Source is a three or four letter string indicating which dictionary it was extracted from. ID is a unique string for each entry, created by concatenating the source code with a unique integer.
Cleaning
Some entries are present in a number of resources and, even within one resource, there are multiple instances of the same Irish MWE, with differing POS or translations. We keep the entries distinct on the POS level (1), but combine MWE entries across different English translations and sources (2). Several of the concatenated English translations for an MWE contain duplicate, redundant information and so any translation that was a substring of another is removed (3).
(1) "Cósta Ríceach","ADJ","Costa Rican" "Cósta Ríceach","NOUN","Costa Rican"
(2) "great and small", "young and old" → "great and small; young and old" (3) "birthday","birthday (Happy Birthday!)" → "birthday (Happy Birthday!)"
Following these steps, the corpus was condensed from 389,424 entries to 201,795 entries.
MWE Categorisation
Ideally the lexicon entries would include information about the type of MWE. However, there does not exist an agreed-upon taxonomy of MWEs in Irish to date, although there has been some research investigating certain categories of MWEs, including idioms (Ní Loingsigh, 2016), light verb constructions (Bayda, 2015), verb-particle constructions (Ó Domhnalláin andÓ Baoill, 1975) , and other idiosyncratic constructions (Stenson, 1981) . Throughout the development of the lexicon, some prospective MWE categories became easily identifiable through the POS tags of their headwords (e.g. Nominal MWEs). Other categories were determined following examples of categorisation efforts in other languages. In her work on creating a taxonomy of Spanish MWEs, Parra Escartín (2015) describes the various taxonomy schemes of MWEs that have been suggested, such as those of Sag et al. (2002) , Baldwin and Kim (2010) and Ramisch (2015) . These taxonomies make distinctions between lexicalised phrases and institutionalised phrases. Lexicalised phrases are expressions which are idiosyncratic on a lexical, semantic or syntactic level; institutionalised phrases are considered MWEs based on statistical idiosyncrasy alone.
These taxonomies also distinguish between fixed expressions, semi-fixed expressions and syntactically flexible expressions. We define these terms depending on the variability of the MWE entries as they occur in the manually annotated sample of the lexicon. Fixed expressions do not allow for any variation or inflection, and include fixed idioms such as those listed in section 3.3, as well compound prepositions. Semi-fixed expressions allow some degree of inflection, but the word order is fixed and there are no gaps, e.g. nominal MWEs, some idiomatic constructions with "be". Non-fixed or flexible expressions can be discontinuous, word order may be flexible and elements of the expression may inflect. These expressions include light verb constructions, verb-particle constructions, inherently adpositional verbs and certain idioms.
The initial approach that we take is to broadly categorise Irish MWEs into non-verbal and verbal MWEs. The categories of verbal MWEs were chosen to align with the PARSEME Annotation Guidelines 1.1 . However, we note that there are a number of MWEs for Irish that do not fall neatly into the PARSEME categories (see section 3.2).
Non-verbal MWEs
Compound Prepositions Some simple prepositions can combine with a noun to form compound prepositions. These compound prepositions act as fixed lexical items and do not inflect.
(4) i ndiaidh 'after'
Nominal MWEs Nominal MWEs (NMWEs) are multiword terms that include named entities, noun-noun compounds, and noun-adjective and noun-prepositional phrase constructions. The majority of the MWE entries in our lexicon appear to be N-N compounds or N-Adj compounds, due in part to the inclusion of the relatively large Tearma database of Irish terminology.
(5) garrán préachán grove of-rooks 'rookery'
Verbal MWEs
Light Verb Constructions Light Verb Constructions (LVCs) consist of a verb and a noun, the latter of which contributes most of the semantics within the construction. These constructions can be accompanied by a necessary preposition (see Inherently Adpositional Verbs below).
(6) Rinne Sorcha iarracht air.
(make-PA Sarah attempt on-it) 'Sarah tried it.'
Verb-Particle Constructions Verb-Particle Constructions (VPCs) are expressions consisting of a verb and a particle, that is, a preposition or adverb, that changes the meaning of the verb.
(7) tabhair 'give' tabhair amach 'complain'
The change in the meaning may be significant or subtle.
Inherently Adpositional Verbs Inherently Adpositional Verbs (IAVs) are constructions defined in the PARSEME Annotation Guidelines. These are verb-adposition constructions, where the verb must take a certain adposition.
(9) maith (rud) do (duine) 'forgive (something) of (someone)'
This construction does not exactly align with the PARSEME Guidelines, given that the additional adposition occasionally appears to change the meaning of the construction.
(10) cuir síos 'put down' cuir síos ar 'describe'
It could be argued that the VPC cuir síos already allows for this meaning, but never occurs without the adposition in this context. Idiomatic Constructions with "Be" Irish has two verbs which translate to the English verb "be". The copular verb in Irish (is) is used to indicate states, emotions, etc., while the substantive verb (tá) is used in periphrastic aspectual constructions (Ó hUallacháin andÓ Murchú, 1981) . Both of these verbs are often used in idiomatic constructions (BE-idioms), which function as a unit in Irish.
(11) Is maith liom tae.
(COP good with-me tea) 'I like tea.' (12) Tááthas orm.
(be happiness on-me) 'I am happy.'
While we've termed these constructions 'Idiomatic constructions with "be"', they do not align with the PARSEME category of verbal idioms, and are potentially a new category of verbal MWEs.
Idioms
Idioms as a category of MWE can fall under both verbal and non-verbal MWEs, depending on what the headword is deemed to be. This category allows for expressions that are clearly idiomatic or idiosyncratic, but do not follow a syntactic pattern as described above. They also include various fixed, idiomatic expressions such as proverbs, sayings and non-decomposable expressions. 
Institutionalised Phrases
Institutionalised Phrases (IPs) are described in Sag et al. (2002) as expressions that are statistically idiosyncratic. IPs are distinct from collocations in that IPs discount compositional phrases that are predictably frequent for non-linguistic reasons. While these expressions are not idiomatic or non-compositional, their frequency in language creates a strong association between the concept and the expression.
(16) aire agus forcamás 'care and attention' (17) ceathrar déag 'fourteen'
Given that the only defining characteristics of institutionalised phrases are their statistical frequency and lack of idiomaticity, distinguishing between IPs and collocations or other lexical chunks that may be included in a dictionary proved challenging when annotating the sample corpus.
Manually Annotated Sample
In order to assess the quality of the lexicon, 530 entries were randomly selected from the lexicon and examined. Missing POS and translations were added, erroneous headwords were corrected and the entries were labelled with a MWE category and whether they were fixed expressions (f ), semifixed expressions (s) or non-fixed or flexible expressions (n). Table 1 demonstrates how the sample MWEs were categorised. The highest proportion of MWEs are Nominal MWEs, mostly originating from the Tearma corpus.
The manual annotation revealed some bugs:
Headwords As mentioned in Section 2, not every resource had headword information, and the default token value assigned to this field was sometimes incorrect. Moreover, there was a lack of consistency in choice of headword across different resources -with some resources choosing headwords of different POS type for different expressions. POS tags POS information refers to the POS of the headword of the MWE entry. Given how some of the entries did not have a headword, the POS information is lacking for a number of the sources. Moreover, the labels used to denote POS information varies between sources. We aim to unify all these labels for the next release of the corpus.
Non-MWEs There were several instances in the sample that were deemed not to be multiword expressions -see last row of Table 1 . These included productive entries, and terms which did not qualify as institutionalised phrases, whether because elements of the expression could be easily replaced by another word (i.e. too productive), or there were too many non-lexicalised components included in the entry.
(20) súile silteacha 'streaming eyes' (silteacha is a productive adjective that can be applied to many nouns) (21) Dá mbeadh cosúlacht ar bith orthu 'if they showed any promise' (Not an idiomatic or statistically idiosyncratic entry)
Productive Entries Many entries, particularly those extracted from the English-Irish Dictionary, included non-lexicalised (i.e. non-core) elements in the expression. As these non-lexicalised elements were often members of a relatively small semantic class of words, it is difficult to decide whether these entries should be considered MWEs. In these contexts, the headword would gain a different meaning.
(22) gearr 'cut' gearr pionós, dualgas, fíneáil 'impose a penalty, duty, fine'
Conclusion
We have described the first release of Ilfhocail, an Irish MWE lexicon. It was compiled semiautomatically using several lexical resources for Irish, and currently contains 201,795 entries. Issues discovered through manual annotation of 530 entries will be handled in the second version, e.g. unifying POS information, removing non-MWEs and a first attempt at automatic categorisation of MWE type. A second contribution of this paper is an initial attempt at defining a categorisation scheme for Irish MWEs. This scheme takes categorisation schemes for other languages as a basis and modifies them to accommodate the properties of the Irish language. It is our hope to include Irish in a future version of the PARSEME Shared Task on Automatic Identification of Verbal MWEs. To that end, it is necessary to determine how the categories of verbal MWEs in Irish align to the PARSEME Annotation Guidelines 2 , and whether these categories must be modified to fit the annotation scheme or vice versa.
Ilfhocail will serve as a useful source of data for future experiments in Irish NLP. These include automatic identification of MWEs in the Irish Treebanks (Lynn, 2016; Lynn and Foster, 2016) , which will facilitate the development of Irish parsing technologies, as well as intelligent MWE handling for improved English-Irish and Irish-English Machine Translation.
